WE HAVE TWO DECADES OF EXPERIENCE IN CREATING EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT PREVENTION CAMPAIGNS THAT WORK.

CADY is an award-winning prevention non-profit and a 10-year DFC coalition graduate. We use solid, research-based facts and information to help build prevention campaigns that effectively deliver the message on substance abuse.

EACH TOOLKIT INCLUDES:

- Mini-ads
- Fast facts
- PowerPoint slides
- Newsletter columns
- Prevention articles

THE READY! SET! DONE!© TOOLKIT
Everything you need to roll out your prevention campaign today can be found in the Ready! Set! Done! Toolkit. Fully adaptable and easy to use, this research-based, results-proven campaign gives you a full year of material.

THE PREVENTION ON-THE-MOVE!© TOOLKIT
From alcohol to opiates, zero in on a particular issue with this toolkit. The Prevention On-the-Move! Toolkit is fully adaptable to address your local needs and priorities.

MARIJUANA: PREVENTING ANOTHER BIG TOBACCO© TOOLKIT
CADY and SAM designed this comprehensive 18-month resource to inform the public and policymakers on the risks and harms of marijuana use.

It’s easy. It’s efficient. It’s effective. Order your Prevention Accelerator toolkit today!

CONTACT: DEBRA NARO AT 603 536-9793 OR DNARO@CADYINC.ORG
VISIT US ONLINE AT CADYINC.ORG

To order your toolkit or see examples of templates visit us online at CADYINC.ORG/prevention-accelerator/